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Slipperyland was a fertile place. It could 
have been incredibly prosperous. But 
something, one particular thing, kept 
that from happening: the inhabitants 
of Slipperyland couldn’t cultivate their 
dreams and make them blossom into 
life . . . 

Prologue



Every dream Slipperylanders tried to produce 
yiel ded lousy, chaotic results. Their homes, entangled 
in vines and ferns, were barely standing. Their winding 
roads, half submerged in rice fields and wetlands, most 
often led nowhere. Botched attempts at creating things 
littered the hills and forest, discarded and abandoned. 
Thousands of miscellaneous objects — three-legged 
tables, hats without a hole for the head, faceless clocks, 
and shirts without necks — lay strewn as testament to 
their half-realized dreams. 

Among these objects, cast aside and forlorn, was 
one that was different, and it had the power to change 
the fate of whoever found it. 

A day came when a clueless but ever-curious young 
man named Ben was strolling through the forest bor-
dering his village. Lost in a daydream, he happened 
to stumble across this peculiar and powerful object, 
covered in weeds. By its splendid shape and propor-
tions, Ben knew instantly that it hadn’t been crafted 
in Slipperyland. 

“It’s a guitar!” he yelled with delight. “Intact! With a 
straight handle and only one sound hole!” 

Picturing himself as a virtuoso, he swung the guitar 
above his head and gyrated around in an awkward 
dance.

In the midst of his frolicking, a ray of sunlight pier ced 
the forest’s foliage and struck him full in the face. 

This must be my cue to play! 
He flicked his fingers across the strings again and 

again, but the guitar only produced jarring, discordant 
sounds. Ben looked around nervously. He was alone. 
Even the birds had fled. The trees remained, probably 
because they didn’t have wings — or ears.

“I finally find the instrument of my dreams,” he 
wai led, swinging the guitar over his head and shaking 
it wildly. “And I can’t make it play!” 

In mid-shake, his ears pricked at the sound of some-
thing softly rattling inside the instrument. Curious, he 
shook it again. A yellowed, tightly folded piece of paper 
fell out of the one sound hole. It hit his nose and then 
the ground. Ben snatched it up, carefully unfolded it, 
and laughed out loud in excitement.

It was a map! And what’s more, one that invited 
him on an adventure!



Slipperyland

“To give birth to your dreams, 
go to the Land of the Fountains of Gold.”



A few days after undertaking the adven-
ture of following the map, Ben found 
Slipperyland’s dense vegetation giving 
way to open landscapes . . .

Chapter I : 
Polybeams



“I’ll be there soon!” said Ben.
“I can already feel good music vibes in me.”



But then, a little farther down the road,  
just beyond a hill . . .



“A crossroads? This isn’t on my map.”



Intrigued, Ben felt compelled to check out the entic-
ing city — briefly, of course.



At the city gate stood a man, who 
greeted Ben with a broad smile.

“Welcome to Polybeams!” he said 
brightly. “I am a customs agent with 
the Help Force!



“Do you have a beam to declare?”
“A what?” Ben was now truly befuddled.

The agent laughed, raising his hands with fingers 
spread wide.



“In Polybeams, dreams come true so quickly 
and easily that we can now dream even bigger. 

“In fact, dreams here are so big, we had to 
find a new word for them: BEAMS!”

Light rays shooting up in the sky, the universal symbol for beams.



The agent continued on, nearly without a breath.  
“So, do you have a gigantic dream that will put your 
name in the encyclopedia — no! — that will put your 
face on the cover of the damn encyclopedia? Then, 
fantastic! That’s a beam!”

Ben was galvanized. “I dream, uh, rather, I beam 
of making very good music.”

“Hmmm . . . that’s all?” replied the agent, smirking. 
Ben started to sweat.
“Uh, I mean the best music EVER . . . without a single 

false note.”
And pulling out his guitar, Ben plunked at the strings, 

hoping that maybe, here at the gateway to Polybeams, 
he would play beautiful notes that latched onto one 
another and became music.

That didn’t happen at all. He was no better than in 
Slipperyland, and instead of scaring off birds, he had a 
weird guy with bizarre glasses hyena-laughing at him.





“Put your guitar in here. Let’s see the potential 
you hide very, very deep inside . . .”



Next came the beam detector. 
Ben entered a mysterious metal 
passageway as the agent powered 
up the detector.

The indicator crawled across the “Banal Person” 
zone, continued on past “Ordinary Dreamer” and finally 
stop ped in the first quadrant of the “Big Dreamer” zone. 
“Fancy that,” said the agent in wonder. “It looks like 
you’re a Beamer!”



“This way, now! We’ll create a  
beam-worthy instrument for you!” 



The agent hurried him along a long corridor flanked 
by a multitude of doors to various initiation rooms. 
Each door sported a flashy sign above it: Edgy Film-
makers, Genius Painters, Nutty Inventors, Brilliant 
Writ  ers, Provocative Photographers, and even Vision-
ary Entrepreneurs. He stopped at the one marked 
Great Musicians. 

Another agent, who looked eerily similar to the 
customs agent, greeted him at the door. Ben noticed 
several other Beamers had arrived.



“Take a seat at the table . . .



“It’s time to discover the fantastic tool that will 
help you give birth to your beam.”



Every white box was excitedly opened. 
At first look, Ben and his fellow new Beamers 
were disappointed by the apparent simplicity of 
their instruments.
“So small!”
“So plain!”
“So uninspired!”
“Where are the strings?”



But then, they switched on their machines,  
and a whole new world opened up to them . . . 



















Never in the History of Humankind did musi-
cians have such powers! The fantastic tool was too 
marvelous for words. Configured for music beams, 
it allowed instant access to

- EVERY sound ever recorded
- EVERY instrument ever invented
Songs could be created in a twinkling, without 

learning to play any instruments! Notes flew from 
their machines effortlessly, always perfectly in tune 
 — even when chosen to be dissonant.

“Experiment! Enjoy! Find your Beam!” the agent 
called out, waving his arms encouragingly.

“You’ll thrive!
“Break barriers! 
“Revolutionize everything!



“But first, you will need — ” Grunting heav ily, the 
agent wrestled a huge, imperious-looking book onto 
the table. “ — to take an oath.” He ex haled loudly. 

While the agent caught his breath, the new Beamers 
looked at the book, and then each other, flabbergasted.

“Are we going to read all of this?” they cried out in 
unison.

“Yes!”
With a wave of his hand, the agent crooned, “But 

relaaaaax, there are just five words!” 
The book’s tremendous size gave it a special flam-

boyance and flair, but mostly, its giganticness allowed 
several new Beamers to take their oath at the same 
time. 

“Adjoin any part of your body with any part of 
the book, barring putting your palm on the front 
cover (so horribly banal), and then — in your own 
way — repeat the two principles of Polybeams.”





The agent clapped his hands in delight.
“That’s it! You are now part of the most creative 
generation — ever!”





“Your machines will empower you to make 
your beams come true through unlimited access 
to Bebeam, the Polybeams network! It’s where all 
Beamers meet, jive, and socialize.”

Symbol of Polybeams’ network, representing several 
beams unleashed in the sky. Initially pronounced 

“beam-beam-beam-beam-beam-beam,” then conve-
niently shortened to “Bebeam.” 



The new Beamers were so excited; they dashed 
off before the agent finished his speech.



“Hmm . . . did I forget something? The two principles, 
the postscript . . . Damn! Did I tell them about the silly 
postscript or not? Ah well, back to work!”



Ben and his companions raced to the exit,  
where everyone went their own way.



Just as Ben reached the city streets,  
an agent stopped him.
“See you soon, Ben. In three days,  
we will come to listen to your beam!”
“Three days? With my machine,  
it will be a breeze!” 







Ben was surprised by Polybeams. He had 
feared that this megalopolis, with its technolo-
gy-based power, might be an impersonal and 
passionless place.

But it was just the opposite. The city, though 
brand-new, was filled with soulful architecture. 
Everything looked warm, handmade, organic, 
vibrant, almost childlike! 

Skyscrapers were forbidden so the sky 
remained open and free for the famous Poly-
beams light rays. Indeed, every time a beam 
was realized, the Help Force projected a light 
ray of a beautifully unique color into the sky 
as encouragement to all Beamers.

Truly, Polybeams was a magical place.

After an inspiring stroll downtown, Ben reached 
his apartment, opposite the National Museum.



Ben’s apartment had walls with peeling paint 
and floors sanded to highlight imperfections. In Slip-
peryland, it would have been simply awful. But in 
Polybeams, it gave it character, a Bohemian style.

Ben was so focused on his machine, he didn’t 
notice these things, or anything else — until the center 
of the floor suddenly and loudly creaked.

crack! 



It was a trap door. Popping open, it revealed a most 
special creature — a giant blue bird. 

“Oh! A fan? Already? But I haven’t started yet,” Ben 
exclaimed, startled. “What’s your name?”

“El Parodjo . . . Goodbye!”



With that, he shook Ben’s hand and leapt through 
the apartment’s open window.

What a nice bird! A little strange perhaps, but nice.
Ben watched as he flew away into the night sky 

and disappeared over the horizon.
Ben’s gaze dropped to the city below, shining with 

a thousand lights. Mesmerizing. Inviting.



Chapter II :
Pale Blonde

Ben’s first day in Polybeams was ending 
as two agents engaged the Bebeam to 
see his beam’s progress . . . 



“So?”



“ Hmm. Nothing yet. 
Not a damn note!”



“What is he doing?”



“No idea. He’s not even on Bebeam!”













“My name is Pale Blonde,” 
she said, as he sat down next 
to her on the balcony.

Ben chuckled.
“But . . . your hair’s black!”
“It’s dyed, genius!”
Pale was amused by his 

naive enthusiasm, a feeling 
she didn’t share. Like a clas-
sic new-Beamer, Ben asked 
about her beam. Her reac-
tion was weird to the extreme, 
turning Ben’s face two shades 
paler than hers! 



“My beam?!” she screamed. “Fly away 
from here!” 





Then, laughing hysterically, she sat down.



Fly away? 
In a flash, Ben knew how to please her.





“Hmmm!” “Uh . . . just a minute.”
Ben rapped at his neighbor’s trap door 
repeatedly.



But El Parodjo wasn’t answering.
So, Ben went looking for him.



A crawl space? 



“Wow, it’s great here!” said Pale Blonde, startling 
Ben as she crouched behind him. “It looks like a secret 
hideout. Was this a scheme just to get me down here?” 
She laughed. “Little trickster! I like that . . .”

Ben whipped around to face her.
“No! I wanted to — ”
But she didn’t let him finish.



Ben’s second day in Polybeams









“She’s so beautiful . . .”  





“Ooh . . . did I sleep long?” Pale Blonde asked, yawning.
“I don’t know, I think so . . .”
In their secret cocoon, the lovers had lost track of 

time. The day had passed and now it was night.
“I dreamed of the Land of the Fountains of Gold,” 

continued Pale Blonde, stretching her arms. “They 
say it’s a desert. Dreamers sacrifice years and years 
of their lives there. It’s terrifying, hostile, but in a way, 
so terribly attractive . . .”

Ben was a little surprised. 
“So, you’d want to go?”
“No . . .” she whispered. “In Polybeams, I have 

given birth to beautiful beams . . . exciting adventure 
novels. Anyways, it doesn’t matter now.



“All I want is to stay here, forever, alone with you . . .”





“Hey!” 



Ben was so in love, he had completely forgotten 
that they were in El Parodjo’s nest.

“What are you doing here?” the bird yelled in a panic.



“Wowww! Yeeahhhh! You, big blue bird, please take 
us to the Fountains!”

Pale Blonde, contrary to what she had just claimed, 
was actually very keen to visit the desert.



Ben implored El Parodjo to take them to the 
Fountains.

“In return, ask anything of me,” he promised.
El Parodjo let out a huge sigh.

“Okay, okay! But you have to promise not to tell 
anyone about this place.” He waved a wing in the air. 
“And never come back here! 

“Now, since I’m a bird, not a pterodactyl, I can carry 
only one person at a time. And be warned: my back is 
bony, not soft, like my belly.”



They agreed that Pale would go first,  
while Ben waited in Polybeams.





Ben spent a few hours at the window, waiting and 
contemplating the stars.

Strange. El said it should take less than an hour . . . 
Ah well. 
Maybe they decided to explore?
He turned to his marvelous machine.
“This is an opportunity to make music! After all, 

that’s why I’m here.” He laughed, but he still felt on edge. 
He couldn’t stop thinking about Pale Blonde. His 

beam seemed to be slipping through his fingers — dis-
appearing over the horizon, like El Parodjo and Pale. 
He was in a whirlwind.

He pushed the machine away, sweating.
How long has she been gone?
How long have I been in Polybeams?
It seemed like ages.



Third day: the beam submission





“El Parodjo and Pale Blonde 
are traitors, they stayed at the 
Fountains!

“El Parodjo, Pale Blonde,  
traitors, Fountains!

“El Parodjo! Pale Blonde!  
Traitors! Fountains!



Suddenly, a joyful “Dong! Ding! Pewitt! Pouittattoo!” 
broke the rhythm of his thoughts.



“Hello Ben!” The agent smiled cheerily. “What a 
lovely doorbell you have!” (Note: in Polybeams, door-
bells that just go “ding-dong” are strictly prohibited.) 
“Three days have passed since your arrival. Did you 
give birth to your beam?”

“Uh . . . No. I . . . later . . .”



The agent’s smile disappeared and he raised his 
fist in the air, in a threatening gesture.

“You owe us a beam! It’s the least you can do, after 
all we gave you!” 

He lowered his arm. “Come along, I’m taking you 
to our beloved pachyderm.”

“Our beloved — what?”



Ben had envisioned the birth of his beam 
as a momentous happening, where 
trumpets blared and choirs sang odes 
to his glory. Now, it was just a chore. All 
he wanted was to get it over with and 
go find Pale Blonde . . .

Chapter III : 
Pregnant Elephant



Ben followed the agent through Polybeams’ streets, 
walking endlessly it seemed, until they finally arrived 
in front of an imposing building that sat heavily atop a 
hill. With concrete walls thick as a fortress, the building 
could have been terrifying . . . 



 . . . if it weren’t shaped like a truly gigantic elephant.



The agent swung his arms wide and loudly 
proclaimed, “Welcome to the Pregnant Elephant Devel-
opment Center! Of all beings, elephants take longest 
to gestate new life. It seems you have a bit of the ele-
phant in you and need extra time to deliver your beams.” 
He took a deep breath, and in a clipped intense tone, 
continued on.

“Are you lost in the endless possibilities our tech-
nology provides? 

“Do you suffer from chronic perfectionism? 
“Emotional blockage? 
“Depression? 
“Bebeamallergy?
“OCD-DIY-ADD?
“Whatever is causing your excruciating slowness, 

PEDC experts can help you live up to your full potential!”





“Welcome, Ben. Take a seat in 
our cozy waiting room.” 

“Wait!” Ben exclaimed. “This 
was to take only a few minutes!”

“Ooh, well goodness,” the 
agent soothed, “your preliminary 
evaluation shows you’re simply 
suffering post-immigration slow-
ness. Other, more severe cases 
come first.”

Ben felt like running away. But he didn’t.



Deep in the elephant’s belly, the waiting room was 
packed with moaning Beamers. Ben stared. A choir 
of misery.

It was a dark, stark contrast to the city’s vibrant 
atmosphere.





In this human stew of gloominess, 
Ben was relieved to find three familiar faces:  
Present, Little Star, and Future.



While waiting to be called, they digested the 
causes of their breakdowns.



“Lost love . . . Broken heart . . .”
These words reverberated in the ears of a pass-
ing agent.



“Excuse me? Does someone here  
have a broken heart?”



All four nodded with heads so heavy their chins 
nearly touched their chests.



“Ummm . . . I see!” 
With shaking hands, the agent seized his phone, 
dialing an alert code.





“A ‘broken heart’ alarm code! The highest level!” 
trumpeted an agent In the PEDC trunk com-
mand center.

“Four of them!” another squealed.
“They will contaminate everyone!”
“It’s an invasion!”



A rescue squad was swiftly deployed  
to tend to Ben and his companions.





They were rushed up to an agent-psychologist, in 
the PEDC neck-quarters.

“Broken hearts! My, oh my! Why didn’t you tell us?” 
“But . . . we didn’t know — ” began the little bald man 

called Present.
The agent interrupted. “Quickly! Before it’s too late! 

Tell me: who is your heartbreaker?”



Overwhelmed and unable to deny 
the agent’s demand, each of the com-
panions revealed the identity of their 
heartbreakers.

The agent sent the names to the 
command center, so the dastardly 
heartbreakers could be located.  

But they were all missing.
Pale Blonde

Past

Kiddie

Yoga Teacher



A significant force was sent out  
to retrieve the dangerous criminals.



“Our beloved network!” The agent-psychologist 
sighed. Then, addressing the broken-hearted com-
panions, he asked: “Do you know what threatens it 
the most?



“When two Beamers isolate themselves . . .



“ . . . and cling to one another, they stop living for their 
beams, and they damage the fabric of our network. 

“Why? 
“Because these reckless fools are in love!
“In the beginning, Polybeams had a third principle: 
‘Don’t fall in love.’ 
“But it sounded a little too harsh, so we relegated 

it to a postscript. You must have heard it during your 
initiation . . .” He paused, and then shouted, “Interact! 
Have as many adventures as you want! But please, 
don’t fall in love!





“When couples inevitably implode — Pow! It’s big 
trouble for all of us.

“We, the Help Force, must prevent the evil heart-
breakers from feeding off the breakup, becoming even 
nastier and breaking even more hearts.

“And we have to rehabilitate you, the broken hearts.” 
He waved his hand. “Come along now!”



The agent-psychologist took them to the end of a 
long corridor.

“Here, you will get your lightness back: shock ther-
apies, funny games, compliment exchanges. Then, we 
will save the beam in you.”

“Uh . . . which door?” mumbled Little Star.
“The one on the left.”



Ben, ever curious, asked, 
“What’s behind the door on the right?”



“This? Oh, that’s the rehabilitation wing for 
heartbreakers.” 

“Our heartbreakers will be here, right next to us?” 
exclaimed Little Star.

“No! You were so slow to report your condition, they 
escaped the city and fled abroad,” he grumbled, look-
ing at his tablet to verify that. “But, relaaaaax, they’ve 
been located. They’ll be rehabilitated on the spot.”

“What will you do to them?” the impetuous Present 
demanded.



“Punish them, of course!”
Those words, for the broken hearts, stunned like 
a thousand shock therapies.



“What? Punish them?!”

“It’s not their fault!”

“Don’t touch her!”



Future knocked the agent out and took his tablet.





The four broken hearts, now fugitives, rushed 
from the beloved pachyderm to rescue their 
heartbreakers.





A long time ago, early humans 

discovered that light and magical 

things floated inside of them . . . 

Chapter IV : 
The Land of the 
Fountains of Gold



 . . . and they were dreams.

Fascinated, they tried to tame them, 

to make them come out into the world. 

But all their attempts failed miserably.



One day, weary of running in circles, a small 

group of adventurers left Slipperyland, the fer-

tile region inhabited by humans, in search of the 

secret that would make dreams come true.

After a long journey, they found that secret 

in a hostile desert, and the first dream of 

the History of Humankind was born!

Was the desert itself this secret phenomenon?  

No one knows. All that is known for certain is  

that the desert was where artists, inventors, 

and entrepreneurs went to isolate them-

selves and give birth to their dreams.



Life in the desert was harsh. To survive, 

the settlers built eight fountains from the 

most abundant metal they found — gold. 

The fountains were of three levels, each 

with a very specific function. The lowest lev-

el supplied water to wash, the middle water 

to drink, and the top, pure water to inspire. 

These beautiful structures became the 

symbol of the desert, known ever after 

as the Land of the Fountains of Gold. 

Over time, the steps of the pilgrims 

forged a well-worn footpath between 

the fountains. A few rudimentary dwell-

ings were built and a few caves dug. 

Apart from that, nothing else was altered.  

The dreamers’ peace of mind 

was safeguarded.

And for centuries, it remained so . . . 



Until one day, when a brilliant inventor 

emerged from his cave with a marvel-

ous machine. A machine that made 

dreams come to life in an easy, direct 

way, like rays of light bursting out of our 

spirits and materializing — in a flash! 

It changed everything . . .  

even the word “dream” . . .  

which, from then on, became “BEAM”!



The inventor, El Phanto, left his cave and relocated at the 

edge of the desert, near the first fountain. From this eas-

ily accessible spot, he offered his machine to anyone 

wishing to accomplish a dream. The rumor of this spread 

like wildfire and thousands of dreamers flocked to him. 

During this period, known as the Great Beam Rush, El Phan-

to’s small settlement grew exponentially, becoming the 

prodigious city of Polybeams, cradle of the Beam Generation.



Polybeams became an entity in itself, ultimately seceding 

completely from the Land of the Fountains of Gold. 

Multi-colored emblem of the city of Polybeams.

In this turmoil, the once-glorious desert lost a large part 

of its territory and the first of its fountains. And all of its 

dreamers . . . 

Emblem of the Land of the Fountains of Gold. The three concentric circles rep-
resent the levels of the fountains and the seven rays, the remaining fountains.



Almost . . . 















Upon arrival at the Foun-
tains, Ben was so inspired by 
the stark beauty of the desert 
that he regretted not coming 
here to make music.



It would have been so much simpler . . .   
But now, he must save Pale Blonde from the 
Help Force, even if she had betrayed him.



Ben walked nonstop 
until a light appeared on the horizon.







“Look who’s here!” he yelled,  
trying to look threatening. 



But Pale Blonde was alone . . . and unharmed.



“No agents?” Ben exclaimed. 
Pale Blonde shook her head.
“They already left. They agreed not to punish me, 

as long as I stayed here.” 
“Where is El Parodjo? What happened?” 



“When we left that night, the plan was to have a 
short ride and get right back to you . . . I swear. But 
things happened otherwise.



“It was so beautiful . . . 





“I wanted a closer look at the Fountains  
and asked El Parodjo to fly lower.



“ We struck a rocky peak.  
I tumbled down the mountainside  
and landed on the ground.



“ El Parodjo wasn’t so lucky . . .  
For a few seconds I could hear  
him cuss, then nothing. 



“He fell down into a deep gorge. There was nothing I 
could do. It was dark. I was hurt. I was thirsty. I crawled 
through the desert, trying to reach a Fountain . . . 

“I found this wonderful little house, abandoned 
since the Great Beam Rush.



“And, that’s it. I’m so sorry.” She tried to embrace 
Ben, but he pushed her away. 

In Polybeams, he had felt a hurricane of emotions, 
yet here, in the emptiness of the desert, he realized 
he felt absolutely no love for Pale Blonde.

For a long time, I waited for her to return, but she 
didn’t. She chose to stay here, and abandoned poor El 
Parodjo to his fate.

Ben felt terrible guilt. His insistence of a favor had 
brought the blue bird to this terrible adventure — and 
probably to his death! He resolved to find his friend, 
El Parodjo.



Without trying to dissuade him, 
Pale Blonde told Ben how to 
reach the gorge.



After a long walk, Ben arrived at the gorge’s cliff 
edge and scanned the sheer walls for a way 
down.











“ You’re still alive!” Ben exclaimed. “And well fed, 
judging by the belly I bounced on.”



El Parodjo’s wings had been damaged in his fall, so 
he couldn’t fly out. Apart from that, he was surprisingly 
well. After a good hug, he shook his head at Ben and 
said, “I’ll never take someone on my back again!” Then 
his eyes went wide and he continued on. “But seriously, 
falling down here was, perhaps, a good thing . . . 





“At the bottom of the cliff, I discovered a small 
stream, fed by an underground spring. It’s probably 
here, in this forgotten place, that the first inhabi-
tants settled before the fountains were built! The 
fountains feed directly from the stream through a 
network of caves and tunnels. I’m anxious to explore 
them, while my wings heal. Maybe I’ll discover some 
long-forgotten dreams?



“Did you know, Ben, that I’m writing the history 
of the Fountains of Gold? It’s so we remember the 
wild and heroic time when beams were still called 
dreams. I’ve been hunting for artifacts of that era.” 
He smiled. 

“In your crawl space, I was searching for the first 
fountain, the one that Polybeams was built around. 
It disappeared, buried somewhere downtown. I’ll 
find it one day. But for now, there’s much to explore 
here . . . 

“Well, enough about me, what’s up with you?



“Have you realized your music beam?”



“I . . . I gave up . . . the beam detector was wrong.  
My beam wasn’t strong enough, I guess.  
It didn’t deserve to be realized . . .”



“The problem with Polybeams’ philosophy is that 
if it’s easy to achieve a beam, it will be equally easy to 
give it up.

“Do you want to know the secret the first adventur-
ers of the Fountains discovered about dreams?



“Millions of dreams float freely in all of us.  
And they are funny little rascals. They appear 
so light . . . 

“ . . . and walk the long inner road toward its 
realization. The dream takes shape gradually, 
until it’s ready to be born . . . 

“ . . . up until the moment you choose one.  
Then, the chosen dream shows its true mass.  
You must carry it on your back . . . 



“Maybe you needed detours so you would have a 
story to tell? Your broken heart has been an obstacle, 
but perhaps it will inspire you? Beams can’t simply pop 
out of nothing. Time and experiences are needed to 
make them grow. There are no shortcuts, no machines 
to accelerate this long process of transformation . . . Ah, 
Polybeams, and its gadgets!”

El Parodjo took a long pause, then went on 
quizzically.

“Do you remember when you asked me to take your 
girlfriend for a ride?” 

“Yes . . . she’s my ex, now.”
“Oh. Sorry.” 
“It’s okay. I guess girls are like dreams. They feel 

light, until you choose one.”
“That’s one way to put it.” They both laughed.
“Um, well, back to the point,” El Parodjo continued. 

“You said you’d owe me a favor. I wouldn’t mind some 
company while I explore this area, so — would you like 
to settle here and give birth to your dream in the way 
of the Fountains of Gold — by taking your time?”



And on this starry night, at the bottom of a gorge 
filled with mysteries, Ben was overcome with a sense 
of inner peace. 

The feeling was perhaps not as sudden and bright 
as Polybeamian explosions of joy, but in a deeper way, 
it felt more powerful and true.

It was as if, in this moment, the future, the present, 
and the past were one. 

As if, finally, Ben knew exactly what to do.
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All through his childhood, Future did 
only one thing: dream. Always, his head 
was in the clouds . . . 



As soon as he grew old enough, Future took the 
road to Polybeams.

At the city gates, the tall and sensitive man was 
greeted by an agent of the Help Force: 

“To enter Polybeams, no need for passport or 
visa — all you need is a beam.”

“I want to give birth to divine melodies and the most 
exalted poems ever!” Future shouted. 



“Great! Beam Poets are among the most influential 
of our time! Shaboudou-ba! Ba!” 

“Our time?” Future retorted. “That’s not enough! I 
want to be the greatest of ALL time. Eternal glory!”

“How delightful!”
The agent considered sending him straight to Poly-

beams’ Hall of Fame, but decided to stick to procedures 
and without delay submitted him to the beam detec-
tor test.

 “Wow! Your result is among the highest ever 
recorded in the history of our city!”



“Welcome to Polybeams!”
Future, and some fellow new Beamers, received 

a “beamification” of their clothing to harmonize their 
look with that of the Beam Generation.



Turtleneck transformed into a 
beamneck sweater, with a collar 
inspired by the beam symbol (a ray of 
light).

Beam-shaped shoulder pads

Turtleneck (boring)

Beamneck (special!)

Custom-made shoes, inspired by 
Bebeam, Polybeams’ famous network.

Beam-shaped braces and a cheeky 
beam-shaped fly.

Dress glowing with beam-in-
spired motifs.



After their fabulous makeovers, new Beamers 
some times felt in the mood to go out and mingle with 
other Beamers. 

Not Future. 
He spent his first day locked in his room, immersed 

in the virtual music world of his machine.
Since he’d always been regrettably clumsy, he 

thought he’d never have the dexterity to play a musi-
cal instrument. But with Polybeams’ machine, his lack 
of agility was no longer important! 

All this power! All these possibilities!
Infinite!
INFINITE!



So infinite, in fact, that the next day Future’s enthusi-
asm gave way to utter confusion. He had to counteract 
this conundrum. His beam must be ready in just two 
more days!

Fortunately, solutions existed for Beamers in bewil-
derment. Most were sent directly to a development 
center, but Future was prescribed a treatment of favor: 
a yoga lesson.

For the first time since his arrival in Polybeams, 
Future left his cozy apartment . . .





 . . . and encountered a most traumatic expe-
rience! In tears, he got lost in the winding 
streets of the city.





It wasn’t until evening that he 
finally found the yoga studio.



When he entered, the last lesson of the day was 
nearly over. Nevertheless, Future instantly felt better: 
the storm of thoughts and ideas wheeling and rattling 
in his brain vanished.

Future’s mind, heart, and soul were now focused 
on a single entity . . . 



 . . . the Yoga Teacher! 
He had never seen such an agile woman. For him, 

she was perfection itself. 
Yoga Teacher took a final graceful pose, but forbade 

her students to copy it. Her mission was to inspire 
Beamers to create their own. Therefore, no one was 
surprised when Future approached and took his own 
pose, which consisted of standing ridiculously close to 
and staring at Yoga Teacher. 





After the lesson, Future found  
her address and went knocking at 
her door. In lieu of a doormat, a 
yoga mat adorned her door step.

But she wasn’t home.





Yoga Teacher was also an artist. Tonight was the 
opening of her first exhibit. 



And not just anywhere — at PoNaMu, the prestigious 
Polybeams National Museum!



Future snuck into the exhibit. 
There were people everywhere. 
People hugging and kissing Yoga 
Teacher. People admiring photos 
of her feet, legs, and smile. Peo-
ple discussing everything about 
her.

The room was so jam-packed 
Future couldn’t get near her. 

Not to be denied, he rushed 
to the back, pushed the DJ asi de, 
and took possession of his booth.



“Your heart is mine, your heart is miiiiine!”
Everyone stopped breathing. Future had screamed 

so loudly into the microphone that the speakers nearly 
exploded.

The crowd rushed to the exits, covering their ears. 
Future had stopped yelling, but the speakers still spit 
out deafening sounds. 

Yoga Teacher, deeply embarrassed, glared at him, 
and ran away.





In a trance, Future destroyed everything — artworks, 
installations, posters — except a small painting of Yoga 
Teacher’s heart.

Tenderly, he took it out of its frame, and then 
disappeared.

“You broke my heart, so I will steal yours.”





The next day, Future lay staring at the ceiling of his 
apartment when the buzzer startled him.

“Bleep! Buuduuu! Bidippee dring ding!” 
“Future, it’s the Help Force!”
They’ve come to get the heart back.
Panicked, he hid the painting in the long collar of 

his sweater and opened the door. 
“It’s been three days!” announced the agent. “We 

have such hopes for you, after your groundbreaking 
beam detector result!”

“Oh . . . uh-uh . . .”
Future had forgotten about his beam. It seemed 

so distant now.
“Hm. I see the yoga lesson didn’t help.” The agent 

sighed. “Not surprising.”
“What do you mean?” 
“Your teacher is nuts. Last night, it seems she van-

dalized her own exhibit. When an agent visited her 
this morning, to inquire if the trashing was part of her 
artistic concept, she beat him up and fled the city!”

The agents took Future to the Pregnant Elephant 
Development Center, where they discovered the sev-
erity of his situation. Cruel Yoga Teacher was also a 
heartbreaker! A terrible offense! She became Enemy 
Number One, and an impressive force was sent to find 
and punish her.

Learning that she was in danger, Future’s love rekin-
dled. He escaped and rushed off to Slipperyland to 
rescue her. Fearing he might not be much of a savior, 
his friends, Present and Ben, fled with him.



When they arrived at Slippery-
land, they saw a thick cloud of 
dust swirling above a bush-cov-
ered hill and heard screams and 
sounds of battle. With his friends 
close behind, Future ran to the 
top of the hill, where a surprising 
sight awaited . . . 





“Well, it looks like it’s the Help Force who needed 
rescuing . . .” joked Present.

Indeed, the Help Force agents lay scattered every-
where — knocked out!

The rescuers watched as Yoga Teacher started to 
attack a family of Slipperyland farmers, who begged 
her to spare their huts, already in ruins. 

“I’ll flatten you out!” she screamed. 
“All of you! The world will be flat, like 
my yoga mat!”

Curiously, Yoga Teacher was not 
alone in this destructive madness. 
Some locals had rallied behind her, 
seeing her as the iron-fisted dictator 
that chaotic Slipperyland needed.

“Go! Trample them all!” she 
commanded.

This time, her new students were 
strongly encouraged to copy her, 
not find their own way.

 “Not very Zen, your Yoga Teacher,” Ben said to 
Future.

“She looks very much alive, though,” Present 
observed. “Means we can leave, right? Uh . . . Future?” 





But Future had something else in mind: 
save Yoga Teacher from her own rage. He 
began to unfurl the collar of his sweater. The 
collar was so long, it looked like a giant snake 
had swallowed Future’s head. Present and 
Ben giggled at their friend fidgeting with the 
woolen reptile, then gasped when it spit out 
Yoga Teacher’s heart. 

“Ohhhh!”
Painting in hand, Future purposefully 

walked down the hill. 
Once at the bottom  — BANG! — he 

received a violent kick.



From the center of her rage, Yoga Teacher noticed 
her heart, spiraling into orbit, and calmed down in that 
instant, as if awakening from a powerful spell. 

She ordered her students to stop fighting, prom-
ising that instead she would teach them relaxation 
techniques. Then she rushed to Future’s side. 

What a brave man. He traveled so far to fix his mistake!

After their beating, and seeing Future blissfully in 
Yoga Teacher’s arms, the recovered Help Force agents 
didn’t dare to accuse Yoga Teacher of breaking his 
heart (ten ribs, maybe), and returned to Polybeams. 
Present and Ben, no longer needed, left to rescue their 
heartbreakers.



“Let’s go to the Fountains?” Yoga Teacher proposed.
“Sure, as soon as I’m able to walk again.”
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Present bore his name perfectly. Very 
down to earth, he lived only in the 
present . . . 



One day, he heard a rumor about a fantastic new 
city, where the wildest dreams came true in the blink 
of an eye.

“What’s this absurd craze for dreams? I have to find 
out!” Present raged. 

And so, Present decided to go to Polybeams.



“Beam? I don’t have a beam!” Present yelled defiantly 
to the custom agent at the city gate. “I just want to see 
what’s so great about your city!”

As a queue of impatient newcomers formed behind 
Present, the agent decided to be amiable. “Okay. Some-
times people have beams without knowing it. Come 
with me.”



He took Present to a big blue machine.
“What’s this thing?” Present demanded, with 

a bit of belligerence. He wouldn’t dare admit it, 
but the city was beginning to intrigue him.

“It’s a beam detector.”
When the agent received the result, he could 

not believe his eyes!
“Wow! Wow! Wow! Worst result in the his-

tory of Polybeams! Sorry, but I’m afraid you’ll 
have to leave.”



Suddenly, an agent-manager stormed in the room. 
“Hi! Are you the one who just got a double-zero score? 
Come, someone wants to meet you!”

Present suddenly felt very insecure, as if enter-
ing Polybeams was now a matter on which his life 
depended.

 “Seriously? Who is it? Will I have to go through 
another stupid test?”

 “Ha-ha! No more tests, I promise!”



“You see, in Polybeams’ beginning, the city was open 
to everybody, and during the Great Beam Rush, hordes 
and hordes of pseudo-dreamers invaded the city. 

“El Phanto, our founding father, dreamed of a city 
solely inhabited by special people who could influence 
each other and, eventually, give birth to the Megabeam. 
The pseudo-dreamers put his dream in peril. So, he 
decided to build a wall around the city and erect this 
gate, equipped with beam detectors, and establish an 
immigration process.

“At first, not everyone agreed with this idea. It’s 
even rumored that El Phanto quarreled with some of 
his oldest friends. 

“But, over time, those who opposed the selection of 
Beamers either disagreed and left the city or agreed 
and stayed. 

“Thus, our city was saved from mediocrity!

“And ever since,” the agent-manager concluded, 
“no one failing the test has ever been allowed into 
Polybeams.

“Never! Until you, Present!”



Suddenly, a dynamic young woman came running 
toward them.

“Present,” the agent-manager said. “Let me intro-
duce you to Kiddie, one of the Beam Generation’s most 
brilliant creators!”

Present was impressed. She’s so charming! 
“Hey! Glad to meet you!” she enthused. “If you agree 

to participate in my beam, you’ll be allowed to enter 
Polybeams.” 

“Yeaaaaaahhhh!” exulted Present. 
He knew nothing about her project, but was 

delighted all the same.
“He’s ideal for my film!” Kiddie whispered, to no 

one in particular.



To film Present’s immigration process from the 
start, Kiddie took him back to the city gate. This time, 
Present was in a much better mood, though he still 
didn’t know what beam to declare.

“Why not music?” Kiddie suggested, after seeing 
him joyfully dancing around.

He accepted her suggestion without hesitation, 
crowing, “Mu-mu-music! Yeah. Lalaaalaa!” 

Failing the beam detector test this time didn’t 
dampen his spirits and he frolicked all the way to the 
initiation room for great musicians.



New beamers usually had a generous three days 
to give birth to their first beam, but Kiddie decided to 
go a little harder on Present. On his very first evening, 
she took him to Polybeams’ main square. A small crowd 
gathered, excited as though they were to witness a 
public execution.

Kiddie hugged herself and smugly said, “Hah! Soon 
they will see how bad this poor guy really is.” 

Eager to please Kiddie, Present donned the ridicu-
lous hat she had given him, stepped onto the stage, and 
randomly pressed the virtual buttons of his music-mak-
ing machine.

“Ta-tu-taaa, tu ta-taaa! Ta-tu-ta, tu-taaataaa!”





“Ta-tu-taaa, tu ta-taaa! Ta-tu-ta, tu-taaataaa!”
Soon enough, everybody in the square was dancing 

enthusiastically. 
“Minimal! So cool! Primitive! Hypnotic!” they all 

shouted.
The crowd was vulcanized, mesmerized, in a trance. 

After the concert, they dispersed, singing, “Ta-tu-ta, tu 
ta-taa! Ta-tu-ta, tu ta-taaa!”

Present was thrilled. “Kiddie! It was great, wasn’t 
it? Everyone was cheering!”

He was delighted to have discovered this hidden 
facet of his rugged personality. He tried to give Kiddie 
a hug, but she pushed him away.





“Present, you’re annoying. 
Our collaboration is over!”

“B-but . . . Wh-why?” stuttered Present, a lump in his 
throat and his heart shattering into pieces. “Whyyyy?”

Yet Kiddie was already far away, too far away to 
hear.





Kiddie’s art was simple, yet powerful. She organized 
real-life events — performances, games, gatherings —  
and turned them into scandal-tinged films. 

A few months earlier, Kiddie happened upon a 
bril-li-ant concept for her next beam. She grabbed her 
high-tech (but retro-looking) camera and rushed to the 
city gate. Then, she bluntly asked the agent-manager,

“I’d like to film a boring person’s journey in Poly-
beams. Can you call me when someone fails the test?”

The Help Force appreciated Kiddie’s provocative 
works, but hesitated to grant this favor. 

“Your concept transgresses Polybeams’ two core 
principles: you must be special and you must have a 
beam.” 

Kiddie shook her head and proclaimed, “For a cen-
tury, films depicted special people chosen from herds 
of boring people. It’s time to show a boring person 
dazed by our oh-so-incredibly-special Beamers, and 
to reveal the Polybeams paradigm shift. It will serve 
our beloved principles!”

In the name of artistic freedom, the Help Force 
finally agreed to Kiddie’s boring person demands . . . 

 . . . providing that the boring person’s beam detec-
tor test registered a double-zero.

“Hey, that’s . . . that’s sabotage!”
Kiddie was outraged. A double-zero result was 

im possible. Bitter, but aware that fighting the Help 
Force was futile, she turned to other projects. Until 
the day Present arrived.



But the experience had been a disaster. She wanted 
her boring person to disintegrate spectacularly, once 
engaged with the Beamers! Not become one!

She had a bril-li-ant concept for her replacement 
beam: “These double-zeros made me suffer so much, 
I will make a grandiose movie about my epic inner 
journey to cleanse myself of them.” She traveled to 
Slipperyland’s most remote areas, where inhabitants 
had never heard of Polybeams! Then, stepping in front 
of the camera, she danced and danced, while banging 
on a ritual tam-tam.

“I’m free, lost in space. I’m a cosmic being, alone — ”
Suddenly, someone snatched her tam-tam away.





She opened her eyes, startled. It was Present!
“Noooooooooo! Not you!”
“Shhh! Quick! Let’s go!” he whispered hoarsely, as if 

he wanted to scream instead. “The Help Force is after 
you!”

Kiddie was stunned.
“Th-the Help Force! Why?”
Present looked back over his shoulder.
“When you left me, it broke my heart,” he quickly 

explained. “They sent me to a center and — Oh, no!”
Agents appeared on the horizon.



As they slowly came closer, Kiddie finally snapped 
out of her stunned stupor.

“Go? No way! Finally! Something exciting is happen-
ing with you! It will be a great scene for my film.”

In a flash, Kiddie positioned the camera in a bush. 
Then, she begged Present to protect her. 

The agents arrived.
“Kiddie, you are accused of breaking the heart of 

a Beamer and, therefore, will be severely punished,” 
proclaimed one agent in a solemn tone.

“Yes! Yeeeeeeeessssss! Punish me!”
Kiddie was thrilled.
What will happen? A frenzied pursuit? A beating? An 

arrest? A murder?



“Wait!” Present interjected, waving the tam-tam in 
the air. “Kiddie didn’t break the heart of a Beamer, she 
broke my heart. I’m not a Beamer! I’m just a poor, bor-
ing man. I got a double-zero on the beam detector test!”

Frantically, Present began to whack the tam-tam. 
“Yeah, he’s right. He’s a double-zero all right,” said 

the second agent, consulting his porta-beam machine, 
and starting to wiggle a bit to Present’s tam-tam beat.

“Hey! I’ve heard that beat before.” said the third 
agent. “It’s a huge buzz in Polybeams right now.” 

“Ta-tu-ta, tu-tata!”
“Ta-tuta! Tu-tata!”
Soon, surprisingly enough, all three agents were 

happily dancing. 
“Noooo! Do your job! Arrest me!” yelled Kiddie. But 

the agents danced off, on their way back to Polybeams.



Kiddie squatted on the 
ground, her face reflecting her 
bitter disappointment at the 
turn of events. 

“Uh . . . I’ll leave now,” Present 
mumbled, before adding, “Sorry 
I ruined all your movie ideas. If 
you want, I could introduce you 
to more exciting people. Past 
is a mysterious and fascinating 
character. Future is an idealist 
full of big dreams and crazy — ”

“Stop!” Kiddie had an epiph-
any. “Why do we always look for 
ludicrous, extraordinary things?”



“I want to make a realistic, subtle film with you!
Full of simple, ordinary things that are just you!”

“Well then — let’s go to the desert!”
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Past led a vagabond’s life, never sleeping 
more than one night under the same 
tree. Recent times, though, had found 
him lingering in the west, where Slip-
peryland’s wild mountains rose to meet 
the clouds . . . 



Was that because of the secluded commune he 
found there? Did he want to settle in this oasis of peace, 
where the gentle inhabitants shared everything with 
one other, even their deepest secrets? Very unlikely . . . 
With time, Past was accepted there, but he kept his 
mysteries close. The most basic questions — Where are 
you from? What’s your occupation? In what century did 
you get this outfit? — garnered responses so evasive 
the villagers wondered if he knew the answers himself.

There was no doubt, however, about Past’s inter-
est for the commune’s brightest individual, Little Star.

He was often seen revolving around her, though 
so far he hadn’t a single moment alone with her.

Indeed, the richness of Little Star’s imagination was 
such that everyone wanted to spend time with her, just 
to see the world through her eyes.



But all that changed the day the 
inhabitants of the commune learned 
about a mighty new city, Polybeams. 
They held a special assembly and 
begged Little Star to go. 

They knew that in Slipperyland, 
sadly, she would never shine to 
her full potential.

The idea appealed to Little 
Star, yet she hesitated. She was 
afraid to leave her loved ones.





Past, sitting in the back, stood up and gal-
lantly proposed to accompany her — sparking 
general hilarity.

“Past? In Polybeams? You’ll need to 
change that old-fashioned outfit! Or at least 
dust it!” they teased gently. 

The inhabitants were convinced only Lit-
tle Star had what it took to go to Polybeams. 

Past is a little silly, but at least I’d be with 
someone familiar, Little Star thought. 

“Ok, I will go!” 
Cries of joy echoed in the commune.



A few days later, Little Star and Past were in sight 
of Polybeams.

“What beam will you realize?” Past asked.
“A fantastic music beam ,” Little Star replied, star-

ing in delight at the colorful rays shooting into the sky 
from Polybeams.

Past smiled. “Yeah. Music’s fine. I’ll do that, too . . .”

Little Star flashed him a radiant smile.
He’s so nice! He wants so much to be close to me, he 

chooses his beam according to mine! I hope they’ll let 
him in, in spite of his bizarre hat and his scruffy beard . . .



They passed the immigration process with ease 
and joined the ranks of the Mighty Beam Generation!

Past’s presence was very comforting to Little Star. 
So, when arranging her free accommodation, she asked 
the Help Force if they could live together. 

“In Polybeams, you are free to socialize, but it is 
imperative to have your own personal space.”

She was happy with the agent’s compromise of two 
separate, yet adjacent, rooms. 

Little Star spent the first evening in her room, where 
she dove into her machine’s virtual world.

Ukuleles, xylophones, marimbas, vibraphones, 
glockenspiels! Gling! Glong! Tonnnnng!

Knock! Knock!
She rapped on Past’s door, eager to share the exotic 

sounds she had discovered. 
But the only response was silence.



Bam! Tchik! Bam! 
In his particular way, Past was also making discover-

ies. In a club, he discovered that in spite of their intense 
interest in cutting-edge technology, Polybeamers were 
crazy about all things retro.

Past’s appearance — something he never really paid 
attention to — was a total hit. “So cool! So retro! Ironic!” 
Girls were fighting to dance with him, each just as beau-
tiful as Little Star. In fact, he might have forgotten all 
about Little Star, except that she kept calling him.

That’s it, I won her over. 
Satisfied, he switched his mobile phone off without 

answering, and Little Star faded to a dim and distant 
light that finally flickered and went out . . . 





 . . . at the bar, Past spied a dazzling girl.



Unfortunately, she went to 
the balcony, and then sat with 
another Beamer whom Past rec-
ognized as being Ben, a music 
Beamer he met during the Poly-
beams initiation.



Past was deliberating on a strategy to approach the 
dark-haired beauty, when someone shouted:

“Look! Up there!”
Next to him at the bar, Past overheard clubbers 

talking about the dark-haired balcony girl who stood 
wildly waving her arms. 

“It’s Pale Blonde, the writer! What is she doing?” 
Past smiled to himself. He knew the answer: she 

was waving at him. In reality, she didn’t even notice him. 
But Past was determined and crossed the dance 

floor — a difficult task, what with all the girls grabbing 
him for a dance. However, when he reached the bal-
cony, Pale Blonde was gone. 

Playing hide and seek?
He scanned the crowd, then shrugged his shoulders 

and turned his attention to other prey.



At dawn, when Past was in sight of his house, he 
saw Little Star at the window, anxiously waiting for him. 
Reluctant to confront her, he turned away and found 
a cozy place to sleep under the Missing Stone Bridge, 
where it spanned a small artificial canal. 

“Lovely spot! A real palace!” 



Without Past, Little Star was 
adrift in a new and intimidating 
city. She collapsed to the floor and 
curled up in a fetal position, hold-
ing her mobile phone close to her 
heart, attentive to any creaks com-
ing from the corridor. 

“To give birth to his beam, he 
will have to come back home . . .”





His home? His beam? Past couldn’t care less. 
Beamers — that’s what he loved. He officially set up 

camp under the Missing Stone Bridge and spent the 
next few days clubbing like crazy. So many exquisite 
flavors to discover!

It was so easy it was almost boring. One night, con-
trary to his recent habits, he returned to camp before 
sunrise. He was just about to close his eyes, when a 
silhouette walked toward him.

Oh, a girl followed me again . . . 
But as the silhouette approached, something glit-

tered in the moonlight: multi-colored glasses.



“Beamer Past? You’re under arrest!”
Past abruptly sat up, losing his usual cool a bit, but 

not from the threatening words. It was the sound of 
the sweet, feminine voice who spoke them.

At last! A worthy challenge! Melting the heart of a cold, 
selfless agent.

He began to inundate her with voluptuous, intimate 
compliments. This technique had overwhelmed Little 
Star (and many others), yet it had no effect on the agent.

“Stop that! Come on now, stand up!” she barked.
But Past wasn’t through yet. 
I need to stare into her eyes, look into her soul . . . 
In one fluid motion, he leapt toward her and 

snatched off her glasses!



Kablam!
With her glasses removed, the agent fell to the 

ground, convulsing in violent spasms. When they finally 
subsided, Past helped her sit up against the stone wall. 

“Where . . . where am I?” she stammered. 
Her hands shook as she plucked at her uniform.
“I — I’m an agent,” she remembered, looking lost. 

“But I was a flamboyant Beamer, once.” 
She snuggled against Past and began to tell her 

story. After listening for a few minutes, he gently 
pressed a finger to her lips.

“Fascinating, but could you cut to the moment you 
had to arrest me? I’m dying to know . . .”





“Alarm! Alarm!”
Her radio squawked loudly.
“To all agents in Polybeams, four Beamers have 

escaped from the Pregnant Elephant Development 
Center! They are: Future, Present, Ben, and Little Star.”

“Little Star! That’s it!” she exclaimed. “You’re 
accused of breaking her heart.”

Little Star? Past had forgotten about her. But now, 
he had to save her! It would be an exciting and chiv-
alrous adventure. He also suspected the now-former 
agent was about to resume her story.

As he bid her farewell, she clung to his neck, kiss-
ing him.

“Thanks to you, I’m myself again!” She held out her 
glasses. “Perhaps these will be useful on your danger-
ous mission.” 

Delighted, Past tucked the glasses in his pocket, 
and walked away.

Not long after, the liberated agent left Polybeams 
for good.





Meanwhile, the four fugitives smashed 
through the back door of the Pregnant Ele-
phant Development Center. Poof! A gust 
of wind sent them tumbling down a spiral 
staircase and into the streets of Polybeams.



Fortunately, they met no resistance since most 
of the Help Force agents were abroad chasing their 
heartbreakers. 



Leading the procession, Future 
was on fire.

“Come, dear friends! To rescue our 
heartbreakers! Adventure awaits us! 
A long, epic adven — ”







In a flash, Future violently collided with Past . . . 
but it was Little Star who felt the shock of their 
crash.



“Oh! Hi! Little Star — heh heh — I was just coming 
to rescue you . . .”



“Slimy, repugnant liar! 
“Dirty heartbreaker! 
“Arrest him! 
“Torture him!”



And for the second time that 
morning, a girl passed out 
because of Past. 



Her friends took Little Star to a safe place, away 
from the stifling presence of the Help Force. There, 
she would recover, forget about Past, and learn to 
look ahead.





Future, Present, and Ben were about to hit the 
road, when Past stopped them, saying, “I have a story 
to tell you.



“Do you know what punishment awaits 
heartbreakers?” 

The listening three leaned toward him, holding their 
breath. Past took a lengthy pause, to build anticipation, 
and then began to disclose what he had learned from 
the former agent.

“In the Pregnant Elephant Development Center, 
there is a rehabilitation wing for heartbreakers — ”

“Yes! We know that!” interrupted Present, irritated 
that all Past’s suspense only led to something he 
already knew.

Ben put a hand on his shoulder.
“Sh-h-h . . . Let Past tell his story!”



“So, as I was saying . . . This is where heartbreakers 
are sent. They are connected to a powerful machine, 
which hypnotizes them, reverts them to a pre-natal 
state . . .



“ . . . and turns them into Help Force agents!” 
Present and Ben were stunned. Future was so ner-

vous, he was barely listening.
“That’s why they look like zombies!” exclaimed Pres-

ent, slapping his forehead.
“Exactly,” agreed Past. “Heartbreakers lose their 

privilege to be special and unique. They are condemned 
to serve Polybeams and — ”

Ben suddenly grabbed Past’s hand and shook it.
“Thanks, Past! But, I must go to the Fountains, right 

now, to save Pale Blonde.”
Past’s ears pricked up at the name, Pale Blonde, and 

he didn’t let go of Ben’s hand. He froze for a moment, 
until a sparkle lit his eye, then he pulled Ben toward 
him to whisper in his ear.



“I’m worried about Future. He doesn’t seem fit to 
rescue anyone. You guys should go with him.”

“But, we have our own — ” Ben protested.
“You have time. The agents move slowly, they have 

heavy hypnotizing machines to carry.”

Present and Ben agreed to accompany Future to 
Slipperyland and help him save Yoga Teacher.

They invited Past along, but he claimed sudden 
indigestion and begged them to leave without him.



Once they were gone, Past magically felt better and 
immediately set out for the Land of the Fountains of 
Gold. A new challenge awaited. He would be the one 
to get to Pale Blonde first.





On the only road to the Fountains, it was easy for 
Past to spot Pale Blonde’s house. At her doorstep, he 
adjusted his hat, put on the former agent’s glasses, 
and brashly pushed open the door.

Inside, he found Pale Blonde tied to a bed, with 
three agents preparing to hypnotize her.

“May I?” Past inquired in an impassive, yet power-
fully confident tone. 

Stunned, the agents stopped whistling. One of 
them dropped an electrode on the floor, staring at 
the newcomer.



“It’s my first time, dear colleagues. Do you mind if 
I do the hypnosis — on my own?”

The three agents looked at each other in disbelief.
“Oh, they sent a trainee. Well, sure! She’s all yours!”
Seeming relieved, they joyfully grabbed a lantern 

and walked out.
“Have fun! Sorry for starting the work for you,” said 

the third agent, before closing the door.
“No problem! At least you left me with the best part. 

Buh-byyyye!”
These fools don’t realize they’re hypnotized themselves. 
Indeed, agents could, at times, be insightful when 

it came to others, but were devoid of self-awareness.
Past turned to Pale Blonde, who was terrified.
“It would have been a shame to hide such beauty 

in such a dull uniform,” he said, then swept his glasses 
off and released her. Pale Blonde was impressed. “You 
are a little trickster! I like that . . .” Later, they were enjoying their well-earned quiet-

ness, when they heard loud footsteps outside on the 
rugged road. “Tchak-tchak-tchak!”

“Sounds like a raging beast is stampeding this way,” 
Pale Blonde whispered.



Past quickly hid behind the bed. Just then, Ben 
stormed into the house, ready to defend his girl. When 
he saw that she was alone and fine, his face looked 
so confused Past could barely keep from bursting into 
laughter.



“Ha-ha-ha-hee-hee-hee-hee-wooohooo!”
Ben had left and Past could finally unleash his mirth. 

Pale Blonde dampened his laughter, though, with a 
grim look, before coming to him for a hug.

“What’s wrong?” he asked, trying to appear 
empathetic.

“Ben went to find his friend, El Parodjo. The poor 
bird fell down a gorge . . .” 

She didn’t go further, not wanting to recall the de-
pressing story, and in Past’s arms, she felt so good. 
Abruptly, she changed the subject. “Did anyone ever 
tell you that your look rocks?”

“All the time . . .”
Later, after Pale Blonde fell asleep on his chest, 

Past turned to stare at the dark mass in the corner 
of the room. In the bluish, rising light of dawn it was 
revealed: the hypnotizing machine. 

Past smiled mischievously and fell asleep.
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The Beamers in exile went to the desert . . . 





 . . . and created a studio . . . 



 . . . at the bottom of El Parodjo’s gorge.





Everybody’s adventures were put into songs . . . 









 . . . even adventures yet to come . . . 







They treated the wings of the archaeologist El Parodjo 
with a natural ointment. Looks beautiful, thought Yoga 
Teacher. I should make a painting of that someday.

“It’s cool that you escaped here. So rebellious! So 
Polybeams!” said the Help Force, who came for a visit.





Music played on a wide range 
of “real instruments,” found in the 
surrounding caves or made from 
parts brought from Slipperyland, 
was recorded. (Among them were 
various guitars, which Ben was kindly 
asked not to play.) 







Polybeams’ machines were also used . . . though disconnected from Bebeam.



Thus, several years later . . . 
“Do we have enough material 
for an album?” asked Ben.
“No,” replied El Parodjo.





“Not for one . . . for two albums! Look! Twins! Hee-hee!” 
“But not identical twins,” Ben noted, continuing El’s 

joke.
“Indeed. The album I hold in my left wing is inspired 

more by Polybeams’ technology, while the one in my 
right uses more ‘real’ instruments, in the tradition of 
the Fountains of Gold.”

“Let’s call them Left Wing and Right Wing!”
El Parodjo was so touched that he broke his oath 

never to let anyone ride on his back again . . . 



This inspired another name: Birdrider



Dreams are the heaviest things to carry in the world.
When they are born, they set you free.
Like a bird taking you for a ride in the sky . . . 





“Master, contrary to what we expected, the beam 
was realized.”



At an eye-window of the Pregnant Elephant 
De velopment Center, a shadow started to shake 
uncontrollably.
“Convince them to come back!”
“Yes, Master!”
“We need all the beams, to give birth to the 
Megabeam!” 
“We will do our best, Master. But, there’s this bird — ”
El Phanto clenched his fists in anger.



“A bird you say? Fools! Why didn’t you tell me before?
So, this is where you hide, El Parodjo! Bastard! You 
will regret it!”

To be continued . . .





8 - Stone Golden Mess evokes Past’s 
shadowy experiences in Polybeams. 
It hints at his relationship with Little 
Star, as well as the time he spent 
under the Missing Stone Bridge.

9 - Who Said tells about Kiddie’s 
soul-searching journey in the jungles 
of southern Slipperyland.

10 - Share is inspired by the talented, 
yet fragile, Little Star.

11 - ODN describes one of Past’s 
nights, partying at Polybeams’ ODN 
(Oiseaux de nuit, French for “night 
owls”) club.

12 - Pregnant Elephant, as the title 
suggests, is about the Pregnant 
Elephant Development Center — the 
place Beamers get help with their 
beams.

13 - Yoga Lesson tells about Future’s 
first meeting with Yoga Teacher.

14 - When You Wake Up portrays Pale 
Blonde slowly waking up in Ben’s 
arms, in the nest of the crawl space.

1 - Your Spirit (Is Bound To the Laws 
of Physics) is about the secret of 
the first inhabitants of the land of 
the Fountains of Gold, discovered 
by the archaeologist El Parodjo.

2 - Crawl Space tells how Ben and 
Pale Blonde isolated themselves 
in a crawl space.

3 - Downtown evokes all the 
excitement of downtown 
Polybeams.

4 - Pale Blonde is inspired by the 
night Ben met Pale Blonde at the 
ODN club.

5 - Don’t Confuse tells of a tuto-
rial about love, received at the 
Pregnant Elephant Development 
Center.

6 - East-West recounts how Future 
got lost in Polybeams while 
searching for the yoga studio.

7 - Let the Rice tells how Yoga 
Teacher, without her heart, 
almost became a tyrant over 
Slipperyland.

Birdrider - Left Wing



1 - Did You Call Her? tells how Little 
Star collapsed, when Past dropped 
her without warning.

2 - Future Comes First is an allegory 
about Future, who was the first to 
flee the Pregnant Elephant Devel-
opment Center. 

3 - Polaroid Love is about feelings 
slowly, gradually emerging, like a 
Polaroid, between Little Star and 
Ben.

4 - I’m Flying tells about Pale 
Blonde’s ride to the Fountains of 
Gold, before she and El Parodjo 
crashed.

5 - Behave Like a Child is about the 
twisted games Kiddie used to tor-
ture Present.

6 - Grooviest Waiting Room Ever is 
inspired by the dull, overcrowded 
waiting room of the Pregnant 
Elephant Development Center.

7 - Fountains of Gold is about 
the ancestral land of dream-
ers, the land of the Fountains 
of Gold. 

8 - I Stole Your Heart From the 
National Museum recounts the 
stealthy theft of Yoga Teach-
er’s heart from PoNaMu. 

9 - Knock is about Future’s 
obsession with Yoga Teacher 
and his frantic knocking at her 
door. 

10 - Pack is inspired by Kiddie’s 
long wait for a boring man, her 
failure, and her departure to 
Slipperyland.

11 - Love Didn’t Die Out tells 
how distance failed to destroy 
the love Future feels for Yoga 
Teacher.

12 - Yoga Lesson tells about 
Future’s first meeting with 
Yoga Teacher (Fountains of 
Gold version). 

Birdrider - right Wing



Visit birdrider.com
to listen to the songs online.



Slipperyland City of
Polybeams

Land of the Fountains of Gold

Slipperyland

1 - Ben’s village

2 - Direction to Present’s village

3 - Direction to Past and Little Star’s 

commune

4 - Direction to Future’s small town

5 - Jungles of the South

City of polybeamS

6 - Crossroads

7 - City Gate (Customs)

8 - Newcomer Welcome Center

9 - Little Star’s and Past’s adjacent rooms

10 - ODN club

11 - Future’s apartment

12 - Ben’s apartment

13 - Crawl space (El Parodjo’s hideaway 

and presumed site of the first fountain)

14 - National Museum of Polybeams 

(PoNaMu)

15 - Main Street Yoga Studio 

16 - Yoga Teacher’s apartment

17 - Pregnant Elephant Development 

Center

18 - Missing Stone Bridge

land of the fountainS of Gold

19 - Pale Blonde’s house

20 - Cliff (Offacliff Studio)
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This highly imaginative graphic novel tells the saga of a 
band of Big Dreamers (Beamers) — baffled but driven, foolish 
yet brilliant — on the fast track to greatness.

Success seems obvious — and easy — with the Help Force, 
creative cool tools, and an entire city built on and for Big 
Dreams.  But what secrets hide below the surface and what 
does the Help Force really do? Adventures and answers 
abound, as the Beamers explore, take action and discover 
their freedom.
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Oh, and there’s a lot more 
to discover at:
WWW.Birdrider.com


